Update for Baby’s Scrapbook
...where dreamers become quilters

#1502

It has been brought to my attention that a couple of the the panel fabrics sizes do not match the pattern!
Don’t worry- there is a simple fix for each quilt.

Crib	
  quilt	
  and	
  Scrapbook	
  quilt	
  
The Fabric A panel for the crib quilt and the scrapbook quilt is only 35 ½” wide, not 36 ½”.
For the crib quilt, you can easily adjust the borders. Cut the fabric C top and bottom borders to 1 ½” x
37 ½” and the fabric B borders to 1 ½” x 39 ½”. The side borders remain the same.
The quilt will be 39 ½” x 46 ½” after adding the borders.
For the scrapbook quilt, to make up the difference, you can cut 1 strip 1 ½” x 42 ½” of the white solid.
There should be enough fabric already or you can get an extra ⅛ yard of white.
After step 1, sew the strip to the left side of the panel. Proceed onto step 2.

Lap	
  Quilt	
  
The Fabric J panels are only measuring 11 ¾” square instead of the planned 12 ½” square and so cannot
be cut into 12 ½” squares unless you sacrifice a lot of fabric. So you have a couple of options. You can
purchase extra of the panel fabric to be able to cut the panels at 12 ½” or you can work with smaller
panels.
If you choose to make the quilt with the smaller panels, cut the panels to 11 ¾” square. From the white
solid, cut the fabric G rectangles 3 ½” x 11 ¾” instead of 3 ½” x 12 ½”. After you add the pieced
borders in step 8, the center of the quilt will be 40 ¼” x 51 ½”.
Now to adjust the cutting of the borders. Cut the fabric K side borders at 1 ½” x 51 ½” and the top and
bottom borders at 1 ½” x 42 ¼”. Cut the fabric L side borders to 8 ½” x 53 ½” and the top and bottom
borders to 8 ½” x 58 ¼”. The quilt will be 58 ¼” x 69 ½” after adding the borders.
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